What is MDaemon?
- SMTP/POP/IMAP mail server for Windows
- Special emphasis on...
  - ease of installation, configuration, and administration
  - intense focus on email security
  - collaboration

How does MDaemon support DomainKeys/DKIM?
- MDaemon includes a complete implementation of DomainKeys and DKIM
  - supports verifying of incoming signatures
  - supports generation and insertion of outgoing signatures
  - supports key and selector generation
  - supports sender signing policy
  - provides a configuration GUI for the above

How does DomainKeys/DKIM serve our customers?
- Protecting local mail users
  - provide a reliable identity for local white lists
  - provide a basis for reputation assessment and accrual
  - assists in domain abuse detection

- Protecting domain owners
  - DKIM provides a mechanism for advertising a domain's signing policy
  - assists in domain abuse detection

What makes Alt-N different?
- Complete implementation including SSP
- GUI to help administer and setup DK/DKIM
- Commitment to advancing and deploying email authentication technology